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Why-Questions, regarding MH17                                           www.reconstructionMH17crash.jaaaa.net

Why did  2 MIGs  appear behind the MH17, shooting on the plane (several eye witnesses in 
videos: (fact))  and disappeared short before the arrival and explosion of the BUK-rocket ?
One rocket-hit is enough to let a plane crash. One MiG-attack is enough also. Therefore two 
different attacks to reach the same end don´t make sense. What is behind this dubble-attack? 
What is the solution of this enigma?

Answer: the MIGs tried controlled demolition of the MH17, what is not possible with a rocket.
To add the rocket-attack with a Russian BUK was necessary to blame Russia and to begin with 
prepared hard measures against Russia. The attacking party tried to escalate the local conflict at
the Russian border via false flag attack.
MH17 flew above the region of Ukraine, controlled by pro-Russia-rebels. That had to be,  in 
order to blame Russia for shooting the plane down. But the MH17 should not crash there. It 
should crash behind the near frontier on ground controlled by Ukraine, from where the BUK-
rocket was started (several eye witnesses in videos: (fact) , Ukraine an ally of the attacker), to 
be able to control all steps following: find and hide the 2 black boxes of the plane with telltale 
information on it and to let disappear the dead victims, not a single of the 200 Netherlanders 
under them, who had bordered in Schipol airport, as fast as possible in body bags to hide the 
arrangement of the whole from prying eyes, and to be able to lie, that 200 Netherlanders 
together with 100 others had been shot down and killed.

But something went wrong. Just the opposite happened: the plane crashed between the pro-
Russia-rebels. The MIGs did not succeed to fulfill their task.
Or well, but the BUK-rocket exploded on the wrong side of the plane. The explosion pressure 
redirected the nose of the plane in direction rebel region.  There the plane hit the ground. 
According to the made plans it should hit the ground some 20 km more west, in a region 
controlled by Ukraine, in a region, where one crew was still waiting to collect the Black Boxes 
of the MH17 with the fly history on it as quick as possible, and other crews with further tasks. 
One big task was to let disappear as quick as possible bloodless dead bodies of Asian type, 
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partly in winterclothing (in summer time, 17,7.2014) (fact), partly naked with traces of torture 
(fact), Chinees children with smoothly split heads (fact), wounds, which never happen in plane 
crashes, wounds, which can be made only by ax blows, happening only in strange circles, 
slaughtering children. In black child-trafficking-groups!

But now, because of the unsuccessful MiG-operation, the bodies were lying 3 days open on the 
ground, many people in the region could take notice of these astonishing facts. The facts were 
recorded. We have them. Facts are important. Now we have to explain them in such a way, 
that no important question remains without answer. Short: we have to explain the findings 
fully. Normal citizens of  today, still without school knowledge of  special brain diseases, don´t 
have the tools to explain all that. Specialized scientists in this field have. 

Something went wrong. And now all signs of strange happenings before the crash came under 
the eyes of  inhabitants of the regio, streaming together at the crash site, making photos and 
videos of surprising findings. No sea of fresh blood as usual and natural after a crash of  a 
plane, but bloodles bodies (fact). Why, why, why? They must have been dead already long.  
Why already long dead? Who or what had killed them? And so many all together! Why, why, 
why? The people could see, that something was deeply wrong. But they had not enough 
information to make the puzzle complete. So they gathered puzzle pieces 1. in their memory 
and 2. as photos and 3. as videos. Pieces for us with more information to put all together. 

We know that US-President Obama blamed Russia to be behind the crash (fact). We know that 
the EU-Commission with Juncker and Timmermans blamed Russia hard to be behind the crash,
using lies (fact). Everyone has heard and seen it, Timmermans as voice of the EU-commission 
accusing, hammering with his finger on the table to underline the accusations. We know, that 
Obama, Juncker and Timmermans are Trojan Horses of RoRo, and many others in the EU-
Commission and on high power posts in Europe.
We know of  lot of manipulations of these people, too many to list them here all. We know of 
their habit to use false flag operations again and again to hide the identity of the attacker before
the eyes of th world. Out of all our findings we can conclude, that RoRo, the powergroup, led 
by Rothschild-Rockefeller, the rover-billionairs with bad reputation, has organized the crash in 
order to escalate a local conflict in Ukraine to a big conflict with Russia. That was the plan 
behind. But because of the mistake of the MiG-pilots – they could not turn the MH17 
sufficiently, big proofs of an extremely crazy game came in our hands, blaming RoRo and its
TrojanHorses, Obama, Timmermans, Junckers and many others, hinting directly on hidden and
very strange qualities of RoRo-people.  Unmasking findings!
The world can learn out of that and take measures to avoid repetitions. 

RoRo itself had to make steps back in this special case because of the unsuccessfull MiG-
mission and had to bury this special plan to go to war with Russia.  Restlessly however, RoRo 
is attacking the nations on other fields. Now, nearly 2020, nearly 6 years later, attack with 
dangerous toxic 5G-radiation, corrupting our DNA and immune-system. In a kind of panic they
try to sell us this system for mass-murder as faster mobile internet, with ridiculous arguments, 
with lies, producing lots of contradictions. And with a “power coup” from the EU-commission, 
commanding to introduce the massmurder-system in all European countries! The convicted 
MH17-murderers, command us to install their massmurder-weapons on our roofs, so that they 



can kill us by pressing a button! Crazy, crazy, crazy!  
They don´t want to kill us in a second. No, the system is not designed for killing fast. Then they
cannot enjoy it enough. It´s designed to kill slowly. After destruction of our immunesystem we 
are defenseless against cancer and diseases of all kinds. Then it takes about 5 month to die with
incredible pain in steps. That´s, what they enjoy most.   The EU-Commision wants to 
slaughter the nations of Europe in slow motion! Did they get crazy? Or have they been crazy
all the time? But not visible for people?

On 5. December 2019 US-President Trump took the word and declared: “I will never accept 
this 5G-system, which is totally unsafe. The 5th Generation, 5G, of mobile Internet must be 
totally safe, proven save, safety acknowledged by all experts, before introduction.”  
What would Hillary Clinton have done as US-President in place of Trump? As a Rothschild 
person, as TrojanHorse of RoRo, she would have said:  “Yes, this wonderful 5G-Internet is 
safe. We need it”, and the way would have been free to slaughter the US-nation deceitfully via 
damaging the immune-system by pulst 5G-radiation, followed by cancer of young and old, all 
dying together in slow motion, within some month (Prof. Pall, USA, on the 5G-summit, 
october 2019). And the EU-commission would have been supported in its trial to let die the 
European nations in the same way. The old dream of RoRo of ´depopulation´ would be reality. 
RoRo, the ruler of the World, RoRo-West together with RoRo-Ost, a Chinees group, the 
producers of this toxic 5G-system,  descendents of the White Huns, which split off the Black 
Huns at the Kaukasus and travelled in direction China, some 3000 years ago, known there as 
Hiong-nu, while the Black Huns stayed in the Kaukasus-region, founded the kingdom Khasaria
and travelled later west towards Europe. The original group, coming uit the wide plains of Asia,
must have already been carrier of the gene defect, causing ppp-disease, causing the lustmurderer-
disease, lurking in persons, looking normal. This disease gave the group an advantage in 
normal societies with people, trusting each other, advantage by robbing and hidden killing 
(they use to hide their victims behind fake accidents, fake suicides … ), so that the group got 
rich and could grow in number. That has happened throughout centuries, Explosive multiplication 
within the last 120 years from 1% to 4% of the populations. If they are alone on the globe, after
100 genocides, they will attack each other: the disease does not stop, they need victims.
The LUSTmurderer-advantage turns in disadvantage, when we act now. We have the means!

The members of the RoRo-community have this very special property, hidden in a corner of 
their brains. The top people possess well functioning brains, but nevertheless with a very small 
hereditarily sick region in a corner of these brains, resulting in additional and normally hidden 
qualities, coming fully out only in their own closed circles behind shut doors. Then they show 
their “person 2” . 
These qualities, resulting from the said hereditary brain defect in a very small corner 
of their brains, are an important puzzle stone of the whole picture. In the MH17-story 
as well as in other stories of killing and death, producing endigmas, producing 
questions. Maliciously manipulating groups of powerful people on the background 
the puzzle stones to make the story complete!                                

If you don´t understand the behaviour of a person, in particular a conciousless behavior, then 
look for an explanation in this direction:  LUSTdamagemaker and LUSTmurderer. This brain-



disease comes with a list of special symptoms, partially congruent with those of children, 
playing pranks, f.i. the LUST-cries after hitting a victim in an attack. In harmless attacks of 
children, in harmfull attacks of sick adult people. LUST-cries! Huge lustwaves, resulting in 
cries. Or, if suppressed, in twitching mouth-edges. In normal people /children the game attacks 
are braked by a special brake-coprogram. In sick people this brake-program is missing, corrupt, 
not working, while the attack-program is running full power all their life, Conciouslessly they go
on damaging, if they can, if no punishment is threatening. Killing a person is mentally no 
problem for them. They enjoy it. It´s a prank to this person. That is absolute craziness, ppp-
disorder, but well lurking in many RoRo-people, looking normal. A big danger! 

The doctor, looking normal, but with ppp-disorder, tries to make your illness worse. 
That illustrates the danger. The whole school medicine with wanted wrong treatment of cancer, 
is a giant product of ppp-disorder. 3 out of 4 citizens don´t see it and trust the sick doctors.
We can master the disease ppp-disorder in step 1 by checking suspect doctors.  One part of 
them shows the typical sick grin of  lustmurderers openly, knowing, that people cann´t 
interprete it. Checking suspects via questions at the Memory-Reader-Test!  www.memory-
reader.jaaaa.net. Their memory cannot lie.
Testing suspect persons in profession 1 (doctors) first. Our health
Testing suspect persons in profession 2 (police) second. Our security
Testing suspect persons in profession 3 (bankers) third. Our money.
Testing suspect persons in profession 4 (lawyers) fourth. Our rights.
Testing suspect persons in profession 5 (judges) fifth. Our rights.
Testing suspect persons in profession 6 (journalists) sixth. Information. Our orientation.
Testing suspect persons in profession 7 (landlords, housing corporations) seventh. Our home,
after RoRo-people intruded into big housing corporations with 10.000th of flats, built in killer-
installations, hidden in the walls of the flats, see photo, especially in senior-flats, killing now 
systematically unwanted European seniors in slow motion via brain-damaging by toxic 5G-
radiation, not to hear, not to see, giving the flats then to migrants, just in line with RoRo-
decomposition-politics – less Europeans, more migrants – under the shielding of  RoRo-police-
agents, RoRo mayor, RoRo submayors and building supervision organs of the city, occupied 
with RoRo-people: all power posts occupied with RoRo-people, lookig normal, but with the 
said corner defect, this invisible defect unknown to the majority of citizens, trusting each other. 
An under-surface-killer-game, showing the degree of subversive rulership, already reached.
…
…
Testing suspect persons in profession 7 (politicians) seventh. Our future
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After this theoretical part back to MH17. 
MH17 is a dreadful lustmurderer-killergame. And there is the possibitity of repetition. Every 
passenger in a plane can become victim. No defense possible, when the plane is already in 
the air. You must defend yourself earlier!

The plane of Malaisia-Airlines MH17 started on 17.7.2014 (14=2x7) from Schipol Airport, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, with about 200 people from Netherland and 300 people all 
together. The plane was selected by Shaman-priests of RoRo, believing in “holy numbers 7 and
17”. Occultisme! On board was an undercover RoRo-group with narcotic agents. They stunned 
all passangers, took the plane over, flew to an unknown place (but known to insiders, memory-
reader!) with runway, landed. The stunned passengers were unloaded, the dead passengers from
flight MH370, abducted in march, 4 month earlier, most of them Chinees people, partly in 
clothes, partly naked and with traces of torture, were loaded. Then the plane started again, 
flying in direction Ost-Ukraine (the last distance flown by autopilote), where the 2 observed 
MiGs and the BUK-rocket were waiting.
Then the MiKs arrived and tried to turn the nose of MH17, without success, disappeared, the 
BUK-rocket came, exploded, MH17 crashed on rebel-ground, and the rest is known, besides 
the fate of the original MH17-passangers. Most probably they were transported to 300 of the 
many undercover-lustmurderer-groups of RoRo, there tortured and killed as painful as possible,
their cries of pain echoed by the cries of lust of the sick assembly. People with the gene defect. 
People with the killer gene and therefore wrong connections in a corner of their brains.

Lustmurderers find it a pitty to kill 300 persons in one blow, whereas each of them can serve 
one of 300 groups of them to deliver hours of greatest fun and crying lust, while torturing them 
with experience the most painful way, not letting them die too soon. Cries of pain, echoed by 
cries of lust of the lustmurderer-community. From lustmurderers, speaking to each other and 
sometimes a disguised scientist between, we know, that high running lustwaves inside of them 
continue to flow until 2 days after each event, decreasing in intensity..

Maybe that a lustmurderer-billionair of RoRo as George Sorros (see photos of his arrest, 
tortured dead children and living children in boxes found in his house: convicted lustmurderer!
(fact)), with all the possibilities of big money, was inspired by a normal plane crash to think 
“What a pitty! Let us abduct a plane, simulate a crash, and use the passengers for our feasts of 
joy and lust! But how to land the plane unseen? We have to build a runway on a small 
uninhabited island and organize the transport of the passengers from there to our groups using



the same means, which we use since decennia to tranport silently caught children to our 
undercover-feast-groups in our undercover-feast places”. Then he discussed the plan in a group 
of billionairs. Together they realized the plan, found an island, built a runway. Then they 
organized a first abduction, the abduction of the MH370. The plane vanished tracelessly. 
Inspite of the longest and most expensive search in history nothing was found back from the 
plane. The passengers were transported to the feastplaces, tortured and killed as desired. 
Clearly the RoRo-group cannot repeat this in short, but only in long intervalls. However, the 
large RoRo-net of feast-groups needed more people in shorter intervalls. Big plane crashes 
happen in shorter intervalls than plane disappearings. Part 2 of the plan of the billionairs with 
infinite possibilities was to replace living passengers with dead passengers before the crash, 
using the living passengers then as lust-objects in their feast-groups.  So the steps had to be:  
1. abduct a big plane, stun the passengers, fly the plane to the island, land it, unload the 
narcoticized passengers, load in dead passengers, dead torture victims from MH370, which had
been transported back to the island, laying and waiting there in conservatives (fact).   (even the 
type of consevative is known: formaldehyd (fact)), start the plane in direction wanted crash 
place (here Ost-Ukraine, frontier line between pro-Russia-rebels and Ukrainian government), 
shut the plane down above a place 1 (here rebel zone) in such a way, that it hits the ground and 
crashes on a wanted place 2 (here Ukraine government zone), where everything is already 
prepared to let disappear all signs and proofs of the cheating (collect the black boxes, hide the 
“wrong” dead bodies in body bags). Transport the prey, some hundred living passengers (here 
passengers from MH17) via the standing transport lines to the standing feast-places. Transport 
later the tortured dead bodies (of MH17)  back to the load- and unload place on the island. Let 
them wait in formaldehyd there for the next killer-game. For the next RoRo-coup. 



That can go on endlessly, if everything runs smoothly, without big faults. And if not too much 
people get suspicious. If only few, only some “complot-thinkers”, that does not matter. Trained 
RoRo-people have the means to make them silent. You imagine already, which means they use.

Everybody of us, stepping in an airplane to reach his (holiday- or business-) destination, 
from now on can end up in the new RoRo-trap as torture victim, serving as lustobject 
for the big RoRo-lustmurderer-group, 300 million people worldwide with the very small 
sick corner in their brains, making them lustmurderers. 4% of the world population.

We are 96%, but slow in understanding, slow in communication, slow in counterattacks against
RoRo-attacks on many fields, if they are camouflied. Naturally they are camouflied! 
Our communication means are infiltrated and taken over by RoRo, those persons looking 
normal but with the said  corner defect. Our newspapers are taken over. Our TV taken over or 
at least controlled by RoRo. Our social media controlled by RoRo, some even made by RoRo 
(RoRo-part of  CIA),  using tax-money (Facebook). (FB-history: FB was given then in the hands of
Zuckerberg, a Rockefeller, a grandson of David Rockefeller, earlier king of the Hun-nation, source of 
the decomposition-policy of RoRo against Europe via Moslim-immigration).  We tolerate it. We have 
the means to kick the RoRo-organisation out (Memory Reader), but we don´t use these means.

We react slowly and unsufficiently against the new 5G-attack, the mass-murder instrument to 
damage DNA and immunesystem with pulst radiation, with high-energy laser-shots from 
nearby, sold as sugar bread faster internet (faster is a lie, see TU Einhoven), intended use not 
only against Europeans, but against the Moslim-immigrants also. Of course they have to die 
also, after having fulfilled their task: weakening of Europe.

We react slowly and unsufficiently on the toxification of air (with sprayed chemicals, 
chemtrails), water, ground.
We react slowly and unsufficiently on the toxification of our food. Most people eat sickening 
factory food, far away from being natural and in the long run good for our body. Food factories 
exceed known temperature-limits during fabrication, producing degenerating food. RoRo as 
owner of GMO-Companies as Monsanto and of food-factories uses bad food as weapon. 
Trusting people do´t reject it, but go into the trap, buy it, eat it and get sick and die early. 

We react slowly and unsufficiently on the occupation of the massmedia by RoRo, now in the 
hands of  RoRo an instrument of desinformation, brain washing, big lies, usally silencing 
unwanted worldnews to death (f.i  arrest of Bush jun, see www.a.jaaaa.net, photo of Bush in 
jail, his confession to have organized the demolition of the Twin Towers himself, 9/11, as 
Trojan Horse of RoRo. f.i arrest of George Sorros,  f.i. John.F. Kennedy junior, son of JFK, 
alive -- finally positive news also).  A counterattack to get our media fully back, by kicking out 
RoRo-people with the said very small sick corner in their brains, seems far away.
We react slowly and unsufficiently on the toxification of our most important defense organ, the 
police, by TrojanHorses of RoRo, which intruded in the tops, paralysing the police body to take
the right steps against big crime, to take the right steps (research with Memory-Reader) against 
murder and massmurder, so as the MH17-massmurder, often taking fake steps (f.i. against the 
Audi-gang) to demonstrate activity, whereas their steps to weaken the position of  citizens, are 
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well effective, citizens now without weapons  against police with pistols and (new) tasers, now 
police enforced by soldiers, preparing dictatorship. Citizens of USA and switzerland have 
weapons. We should have weopon also. Modern and really effective weapons!

We react slowly and unsufficiently on the toxification of politics by TrojanHorses of RoRo., 
taking consciously strangling decisions. F.i. setting in power the treaty of Lissabon, begin 2020.
in less than a month, setting the country under European Law in place of national Law, giving 
the power to the MH17-lustmurderers of the EU-Commission in Brüssel. People will be 
surprised. They were informed pourly and don´t know the content of the Lissabon-Treaty. If they dare 
to protest after getting to know that their role was minimized again to determine things of their lifes, 
then the new part of the police, the soldier part, will be there to teach them to be silent. The treaty of 
Lissabon has been written by TrojanHorses and prewritten by the planning center BIS of RoRo in 
Basel, using ridiculous tricks. But they will try to put all that through, gaming people, that they are. 
They have made use of the weakness of a sleeping giant. However, they cannot be sure, that the 96%-
giant keeps sleeping. If the giant comes to know, that he has to deal with a lustmurderer-opponent, with
a 4%-group of gaming people with normal brains with the exception of the said very small corner, 
being a little bit abnormal, playing f.i, horribel MH370-MH17-killer-games, then  the giant could wake 
up fully and act. 

Therefore we scientists find it important to describe the MH17-story, based on facts, facts, 
facts, describe it fully, using scientific standards for research and conclusion to tell the true 
story of a 96% plus 4%-society, the 96%-party being weak and getting stronger, the 4%-party 
being strong and getting weaker. Getting weaker because of a culminating brain disease, 
playing less brillant, making severe faults.

In the case of MH17, 5 years ago, convicted MH17-murderers, clearly TrojanHorses of RoRo, 
are still sitting on higest powerposts in nations of Europe and EU-Commission. 
Incomprehensible! Showing the weakness of the still sleaping giant.

In the case of MH17, 5 years ago, RoRo could repair the biggest fault, the 2 Black Boxes in the
hands of others, by using force to get them back. First the boxes got in the hands of the rebels 
(fact), with information of a stop between on them. The rebels didn´t read it out, but gave the 
boxes to a group of militairs from Malaisia, arriving (fact). The militairs did not read the boxes 
out themselves but wanted to read them out together with the JIT-commission (fact) in NL, 
Rotterdam. They trusted them. Never trust people with the said corner defect! Against the 
protest of the militairs JIT took the boxes away and excluded the Malaisiers, the owners of 
plane and boxes, from reading out the treacherous information on them. Proof of the big crime, 
that should stay hidden, but can be reconstructed out of the facts, seen on 2 videos of 
independent investigators, and out of background knowledge of science of the said very small 
sick corner in the brains of RoRo-people, based on longtime observations and longtime experi-
ments with many of these people, with groups of these people, often in eye to eye contact with 
them, studying the faces, studying the grin, studying the sucking eyes, sucking in damage 
information, studying the twitching lips, telling stories of arriving lustwaves and their suppression, 
studying the reflection of their happiness, when touching the theme RoRo-feast and emotions.
Happiness as result of damage and death. Happiness as result of wrong connections in their brains. 
Are we bound to take their decisions serious? Craziness the source! Hightreason the background!

A big crime, the full reconstruction presented here.



If RoRo does not make too many faults, it can go on with airplane-killer-
gaming, letting disappear or crash planes, using the living prey as feed for 
its numerous feast-groups, delivering the tortured dead bodies back to the 
load-unload place at the runway. Perhaps in the future more hidden 
runways are built to satisfy the demand. Perhaps they are already buiding 
a second :  …... delivering the tortured dead prey back to the load-unload 
place at one of the runways.
From now on everyone, each family, flying to a holiday destination, each 
businessman, entering a plane to meet a businesspartner in USA or China 
in person, can end up in a torture circle of the big RoRo-community, the 
normal looking people with the said corner defect, and gets second the 
honor to fill with his dead body a seat in a plane that will crash.

There is a second big ´if´, and we can make 
that ´if´ true :
If enough citizens study the Memory-Reader-Test of Prof. Rykken
and recognize its immens possibilities and its genius and its 
simplicity and put through, that it is used to test suspect persons 
and kick out each Police Officer, who still dares to suppress the 
use of the test,  
and put through that each person, wanting to hold an important 
office, is tested, asking the testperson simple questions 
( ….  …. Do you want to serve the people of the country? …. ….
….  ….  Are you a Trojan Horse of another entity?  ….  ), 
observing the yes-no-answers of the memory, 
then the spook of gaming lustmurderers, catching victims, 
torturing them grinning and laughing to death,
is immedeately over. 
The test recognizes the disease. You have only to ask  … “Are 
you a lustmurderer?” ….. and observe the answer of the memory,
yes or no. So simple. The memory cannot lie. A certain region of the
brain has to manipulate the truth of the memory, in order to produce a lie.
When the answer is “Yes”, a high peak in the EEG, then you can 
continue to ask “Is person A a member of your lustmurderer-group?”  



and observe the answer:  yes or no or I don´t know.
“Is person B a member of your lustmurderer-group?” and observe the 
answer of the memory:  yes or no or I don´t know. So simple!

In short: Asking and observing the memory, using EEG and 
laptop, that is the solution. Big crime will disappear. 
Killer-games of lustmurderers don´t have a chance in the bright 
light of the Memory-Reader.
Mankind will make a step in its cultural evolution to a higher level:  
all top people in power offices of proven integrity, serving the people.

Using the test, the fate of the MH17-passengers, 200 people 
from Netherland between them, will be very soon known.

Asking the memory of some knowledge carriers, 
f.i. asking MP Rutte, openly called a liar, whereever he appears in 
public, haven´t been able to hide the terrifying facts well enough,
f.i. asking the chief of the Nationale Politie, Akerboom, 
suppressing the use of the memory-reader in the police corps, 

we get to know, wat we want to know
and what is our legal right to know.
We should not let stop us to put our legal rights through
by a corrupt group, suspect Trojan Horses of RoRo.
In the Netherlands with 17 million inhabitants, 
16.3 million citizens and 0.7 million RoRo-people, 
we, the majority,  have the power to put normality through.

www.a.jaaaa.net  photos of 9/11-Bush in jail
www.reconstructionMH17crash.jaaaa.net
www.allpuzzlepiecesofMH17.jaaaa.net

CitizenPower  
Thank you to have read until here. 

Be part of those, who wake up the Giant.
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